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Highly glazed buildings are the trend in today’s architecture, but the glazing system is a 
weak barrier from the thermal point of view. The heat gain through window is a primary 
source of the cooling loads in air-conditioned buildings in the hot and humid climate of 
Singapore.  
 
The thermal transmittance (U-value) is currently used in the calculation of the ETTV, 
which is a primary criterion in the energy performance standard adopted by the Building 
and Construction Authority of Singapore. However, the window U-value used in the 
ETTV calculation is the centre-of-glass U-value of the glazing unit alone, while it should 
be the overall U-value of the whole window system including the centre area of the 
glazing unit, the edge area of the glazing unit, and the window frame. 
 
A numerical study has been undertaken on the thermal transmittance of window systems. 
The computations indicate that the overall U-value of common single glazing aluminium 
windows is 4 to 11% higher than the centre-of-glass U-value. For common double 
glazing aluminium windows without thermal break and with thermally broken aluminium 
frames, the overall U-values are 17 to 112% and 5 to 57% higher than the corresponding 
centre-of-glass U-values, respectively. The use of these overall U-values instead of the 
centre-of-glass U-values would enable a more accurate estimate of the energy 




In the current work, correlations have been obtained to allow building designers to easily 
convert the centre-of-glass U-values to the overall U-values for common window systems 
in Singapore. The range of environmental conditions simulated corresponds to the 
conditions in Singapore, which are completely different from the winter conditions in 
which the labelled properties are measured in North America and Europe.  
 
A Guarded Hot Box facility has been constructed in compliance with standards 1363 and 
1199 of the American Society of Testing and Materials (ASTM). While the 
instrumentation and calibration of the instrument have been completed, the hot box is 
pending ASTM certification. The U-values obtained by computations will be verified 
with the hot box testing in later work.   
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CHAPTER 1 INTRODUCTION 
 
1.1 Background information 
 
Window systems usually convey positive images such as transparency, natural brightness, 
modernity, and indoor-outdoor interaction in architecture. Highly glazed buildings have 
become a global design trend in today’s architecture. This brings much pressure on 
energy consumption, because window is generally the weak barrier from the thermal 
point of view. In hot climates, such as that of Singapore, the excess of solar radiation 
penetrating through the window and heat transfer driven by temperature difference are 
the primary sources of the cooling loads for air-conditioned buildings. 
 
The heat transfer through windows plays an important role in energy balance in a 
building. Therefore, window systems will need to be carefully evaluated for their energy 
performance. Window rating methods exist in many countries as part of the efforts to 
promote the use of energy efficient window systems. The National Fenestration Rating 
Council (NFRC) in the United States has developed an energy performance labelling 
scheme for windows/doors. One of the rating indicators is the thermal transmittance, or 
U-value, of the window products as whole systems (glazing and frame). The BFRC is 
UK’s equivalent national system for rating energy efficient windows. The window U-
value is also one of the indicators. In Singapore, the window U-value is used in the 
calculation of the ETTV, which is a primary criterion in the energy performance standard 
adopted by the Building and Construction Authority of Singapore.  
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1.2 Singapore building sector 
 
Singapore is an island state with no indigenous energy resources. The energy supply 
depends on imported oil, natural gas and other resources. Singapore’s electricity 
consumption has been increasing in the past years. With more expensive energy 
resources and steadily increasing domestic energy demand, Singapore is urged to 
improve energy efficiency. 
 
The building sector is a large consumer of energy. Air-conditioning is required all year 
long in buildings in humid and hot climatic conditions, such as that of Singapore. 
Singapore has made a lot of efforts in improving energy efficiency in the building sector. 
Two schemes have been developed. One is the Green Mark Scheme launched by the 
Building and Construction Authority (BCA) to promote sustainability in the built 
environment and raise environmental awareness in the industry. The other one is the 
Energy Smart Labelling Programme developed by the Energy Sustainability Unit (ESU) 
of National University of Singapore and the National Environment Agency (NEA). The 
Energy Smart Labelling Programme aims to evaluate the energy performance of existing 
buildings. 
 
1.3 Purpose and objectives 
 
The ETTV based approach is suitable for energy performance rating in Singapore; 
however, the window U-value used in ETTV calculation is in fact just the centre-of-glass 
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U-value of the glazing unit alone. As the ETTV requirement tends to become more 
stringent (the present required ETTV for new commercial buildings is 50 W/m2), the 
building industry will need to put more effort into building envelope improvement. 
Improving the U-value of window systems is one of the possible ways to do so. If the 
industry keeps considering only the glazing unit and neglecting the heat gain through the 
window frame and the edge area of the glazing unit, the calculated ETTV will be over 
optimistic and thus leads to more energy consumption than expected. Therefore, the 
efforts on improving the glazing unit will be diluted to a great extent.  
 
This present study attempts to address the importance of calculating the overall U-value 
of window systems instead of just the centre-of-glass U-value of the glazing unit. This 
research also attempts to provide the correction factors that allow building designers to 
convert the centre-of-glass U-value to the overall U-value for the common window 
systems used in Singapore. Both the numerical simulations and hot box setup are 
designed to study the window performance under Singapore environmental conditions. 
The results of this study will complement those based on typical American or European 
environmental conditions.  
 
The present study comprises two parts. One is based on numerical simulations and the 
other the design, fabrication and calibration of a Guarded Hot Box (GHB) facility. The 
GHB has been enhanced in many aspects so as to comply with the ASTM standards. The 
GHB has also been instrumented and calibrated so that it is ready to perform U-value 
measurements of window systems. 
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1.4 Organization of thesis 
 
Chapter 1 provides an introduction of the project. The background information of the 
energy performance of window systems and the motivation for ETTV refinement are 
presented. It is followed by the research purpose and objectives. And the organization of 
the thesis is outlined in the end. 
 
Chapter 2 reviews the past research work relevant to the current study. Numerical and 
experimental studies on thermal transmittance of window systems as whole systems 
(including glazing unit and frame) are reviewed. The ETTV based approach to improve 
energy performance of buildings is also reviewed. 
 
Chapter 3 describes the research methodology. The computer software and window 
profiles used in numerical simulations are presented first, followed by the introduction of 
the Guarded Hot Box. 
 
Chapter 4 presents the centre-of-glass U-value and overall U-value of common window 
systems obtained from WINDOW/THERM simulations. The application of the results in 
ETTV calculations is also presented. The last section of this chapter shows the indoor 
surface heat transfer coefficient for common frames obtained from FLUENT simulations. 
 
Chapter 5 presents the modification and instrumentation of the hot box in compliance 
with the ASTM standards. The metering box wall loss and flanking loss calibration is 
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also presented, with the equation correlating the metering box wall loss and flanking loss 
(in W) and the thermopile output (in mV) given in the end. 
 
Chapter 6 delineates the hot box test procedure adapted to our GHB and test environment.  
 
Chapter 7 presents the method to calculate the experimental uncertainty of the GHB 
testing. 
 
Chapter 8 concludes the thesis with the findings from numerical simulations and the 





CHAPTER 2 LITERATURE REVIEW 
 
2.1 Thermal transmittance 
 
The thermal transmittance, or U-value, of a window is the rate of heat transfer from the 
air on one side of the window to the air on the other side for a unit area and for a unit 
temperature difference. The reciprocal of the thermal transmittance is the overall thermal 
resistance.  
 
The thermal performance of a window is often investigated by means of laboratory or 
field tests. Schrey et al. [1] determined the local heat transfer coefficients for window 
assemblies based on direct measurement of glazing surface temperatures. Bernier and 
Bourret [2] experimentally studied the effects of glass plate curvature due to barometric 
pressure and gas space temperature variations on the thermal transmittance of sealed 
glazing units. Hutchins and Platzer [3] measured the thermal performance of advanced 
glazing materials for windows. Carpenter and Elmahdy [4] studied the thermal 
performance for four complex window systems (flat glazed skylight, a domed skylight, a 
greenhouse window and a curtain wall) using numerical simulation tools and guarded hot 
box testing. They found up to 16% discrepancies between the simulated and measured 
results. They explained the discrepancy by uncertainties in the hot and cold side surface 





2.2 Window frame 
 
Determining the energy performance of windows requires detailed understanding of the 
thermal properties of all the different components. The thermal performance of the 
window frame, for example, has an effect on the thermal performance of the entire 
window, because the U-value of the entire window is an area-weighted average of the 
individual components (glazing unit, edge and frame).  
 
Noyé et al. [5] found that the simple radiation model described in the pre European 
standard (preEN ISO 10077-2) does not yield valid results compared to measured values, 
and applying a more detailed, view factor based, grey surfaces enclosure model as 
described in the ISO standard (ISO/DIS 15099) gives a better correspondence between 
measured and calculated thermal transmittance values. Two typical frame profiles in 
aluminium and PVC with internal cavities were investigated. The thermal transmittance 
was determined by two-dimensional numerical calculations and by measurements. 
Calculations were performed in THERM, which is also used to perform numerical 
simulations in this study. Measurements were performed at two German research 
institutes. They concluded that when determining the heat transfer coefficient of frame 
profiles with internal cavities by calculations, it is necessary to apply a more detailed 
radiation exchange model than described in the preEN ISO 10077-2 standard, which can 
be ISO standard. Svendsen et al. [6] carried out similar research and found that division 




Cuevas and Fissore [7] developed correlations for calculation of the convective heat 
transfer coefficient in a glazing surface through experiment. The correlations are valid for 
natural convection and for Grashof numbers between 3 × 108 and 2 × 109. 
 
Carpenter and McGowan [8] studied the effect of various frames and spacers on the 
thermal performance of the entire window. They compared the aluminium frames with 
wood frames. The method in ISO 15099 was used to calculate the frame U-value, i.e., the 
frames were simulated with glazing and spacer, not with an insulation panel to find the 
frame U-value. 
 
Griffith et al. [9] and Carpenter and McGowan [10] studied heat transfer in curtain wall 
aluminium frames. They found that a two-dimensional calculation programme gives 
accurate results when appropriate calculation procedures are applied. 
 
Standaert [11] studied the U-value of an aluminium frame with internal cavities, which 
were treated as solids and effective conductivities were assigned to.   
 
Gustavsen [12] studied heat transfer in window frames with internal cavities, and 
examined especially the frame cavity convection correlations used in the calculation.  
Gustavsen et al. [13] used infrared thermography to verify that a CFD code is capable of 





In thermal performance evaluation of fenestration system, surface conditions are one of 
the important factors. Accurate treatment of the surface conditions is necessary for 
thermal transmittance prediction. Curcija and Goss [14] used a finite element method to 
study two-dimensional, laminar convection over an isothermal indoor fenestration surface.  
 
2.3 Singapore ETTV  
 
Chua and Chou [15] proposed an ETTV (Envelope Thermal Transfer Value) based 
approach to improve the energy performance of buildings. ETTV (W/m2) is a 
measurement of the average heat gain into a building through its envelopes. It takes into 
account three heat gain components through the building envelope – heat conduction 
through opaque walls, heat conduction through windows and solar radiation through 
windows. The ETTV is particularly suited to buildings experiencing tropical climates 
where outdoor-indoor temperature difference and diurnal variations of temperature are 
relatively small. ETTV takes into consideration three basic components of heat gain 
through the external walls and windows of a building as mentioned. These three 
components of heat input are then averaged over the whole envelope area of the building 
to present an ETTV that accurately describes the thermal performance of the building’s 
envelope. The ETTV formula is thus presented as  
 





TDeq is the equivalent temperature difference (°C),  
∆T is the temperature difference (°C),  
SF is the solar factor (W/m2),  
WWR is window-to-wall ratio,  
Uw is the thermal transmittance of opaque wall (W/(m2K)),  
Uf is the thermal transmittance of fenestration (W/(m2K)),  
CF is the solar correction factor for fenestration, and  
SC is the shading coefficient of fenestration.  
 
The coefficients TDeq, ∆T and SF vary according to the weather. These coefficients are 
determined using computer simulations using the particular local weather file. 
Coefficients for each particular heat gain component can be obtained using the following 
three equations as suggested by Chou and Chang. 
 
These three equations account for the heat conduction through the walls, the heat 
conduction through the windows and the solar radiation through the windows, 
respectively. Using Singapore’s weather data consolidated for a year, the three 




The ETTV equation under Singapore’s context is found to be [15]: 






CHAPTER 3 RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 
 
3.1 Thermal transmittance of window 
3.1.1 Overall area-weighted U-value 
 
Temperature driven heat transfer through fenestration systems is a combination of three 
modes of heat transfer, namely, conduction through solid materials, convection through 
air layers on the exterior and interior fenestration surfaces and between glazing layers 
(for multiple glazing fenestration systems), and radiation transmission through and 
between fenestration and indoor/outdoor environment and between glazing layers.  
 
Solar radiation absorbed will contribute to the temperature driven heat transfer. However, 
solar radiation is not accounted for in U-value calculation in this study.  
 
Thermal transmittance, or U-value, which measures the rate of heat transfer through 
fenestration systems, is expressed by the following equation: 
 
 =  . ( − )             (3) 
 
The temperature driven heat transfer through a fenestration system can be divided into 
three paths of heat transfer, i.e., centre-of-glass, edge-of-glass, and frame (denoted by 
subscripts cg, eg, and f, respectively).  
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The overall area-weighted U-value is calculated using the following equation: 
 
 =   +  +             (4) 
 
3.1.2 Centre-of-glass U-value 
 
The centre-of-glass U-value is calculated using the following equation: 
 
'
() = '*+ + ∑
-)
.) + ∑ '*)( + '*/          (5) 
 
where surface heat transfer coefficient consists of both the convection part and the 
radiation part.  
 
For single glazing windows, U-value depends strongly on outdoor and indoor surface 
heat transfer coefficients. For other glazing units, values for Ucg at fixed indoor and 
outdoor conditions depend on glazing construction features such as the number of glazing, 
gas space dimensions, orientation relative to vertical, emissivity of each surface, and 






3.1.3 Indoor surface heat transfer coefficient  
Natural convection  
 
Convective heat transfer takes place when a fluid flows past a solid surface, with 
difference in temperature between the fluid and the surface. In window U-value 
calculations, the indoor airflow condition is assumed to be natural convection. The 
natural convection heat transfer coefficient for the internal side, hc,i, is calculated using 
the following equation: 
 
ℎ, = 01 (.23 )        (6) 
 
Nu is calculated as a function of the corresponding Rayleigh number,453, based on the 
height, H, of the fenestration system.  
 
453 = 
67 8|, −  |,:          (7) 
 
where Tm,f is the mean film temperature:  
 
, =  +  14 =, −  >          (8) 
 




01 = 0.56453'/D EFG 453 ≤ 45          (9) 
01 = 0.13 J453
'7 − 45
'7K + 0.5645'/D EFG 453 > 45       (10) 
45 = 2.5 × 10OPQ.'DD        (11) 
 
In WINDOW/THERM simulations, the convection component on the indoor side is 
further simplified to an indoor surface temperature dependent surface heat transfer 




The following equation can be used for simplified radiation heat transfer calculations on 
both glazing and frame surfaces: 
 
ℎ
, =  ,=,
D −  
,D >, −  
,                         (12) 
 
In WINDOW 6, the radiation component of the surface heat transfer coefficient is 
modelled explicitly through the use of a detailed, view-factor-based radiation model. This 
model assumes that the indoor environment has a uniform temperature and the emissivity 





3.1.4 Outdoor surface heat transfer coefficient 
Forced convection 
 
The forced convective heat transfer on the outdoor surface depends on several factors. 
The factors include the temperature difference between the surface and the air, the speed 
and direction of wind over the building, and the shape and roughness of the widow 
surface. Since these factors are highly variable, an exact mathematical analysis of the 
external surface convective heat transfer is not possible.  
 
For fenestration system comparison purposes, the following relation is used for forced 
convection on the external side of a fenestration system. The convective portion of the 
boundary condition is specified as a constant, dependent on the wind velocity, as given in 
Equation 13. 
 




Equation 14 can be used to calculate the radiative surface heat transfer coefficient for the 
outdoor surface.  
 
hT,U =  εW,Uσ(TW,U




3.1.5 Frame U-value 
 
The frame of a window represents about 10% to 30% of a window’s total area, depending 
on the window size and design. The materials used to manufacture the frame can thus 
impact heat gain/loss through the window. The frame properties will significantly 
influence the total fenestration system performance. For solid frames, the U-value is 
based on the conduction of heat through the frame material. However, hollow frames and 
composite frames with various reinforcing or cladding materials are more complex. 
Conduction through materials must be combined with convection of the air next to the 
glazing and radiant exchange between the various surfaces. For aluminium frames 
without a thermal break, the inside film coefficient provides most of the resistance to heat 
flow [17].  
 
Boundary conditions on indoor and outdoor surfaces consist of both convection and 
radiation components. The convection component on the indoor side is specified through 
the use of a temperature dependent surface heat transfer coefficient, based on natural 
convection correlations. For each frame material type there is a constant value of the 
convective surface heat transfer coefficient. 
 
3.1.6 Frame cavity 
 
The convection and radiation in glazing and frame cavities is approximated through the 
use of an effective conductivity, keff, which assumes the gas to be an equivalent solid with 
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the conductivity being equal to the base conductivity of the gas, plus the convection and 
radiation components added to the conductivity value. The detailed calculation of keff is 
provided in Appendix F. The radiation model is the simplified cavity model in ISO 15099. 
Default frame cavity height used in calculation is 1m.  
 
The emissivity of a metal surface, such as aluminium and steel, will depend on the 
surface finish, i.e., painted or unpainted. Many metal cross sections, particularly 
extrusions, will be painted on the outside, but unpainted on the inside. For unpainted 
metal surfaces, the emissivity is 0.2. 
 
THERM bases the convection in the frame cavity on rectangularization of the cavity 
according to ISO 15099 specifications. Cavities are separated by “throat” of 5mm. 
However, if Nusselt number <= 1.2 before simulating, it is not necessary to break the 
cavity up. 
 
3.2 WINDOW/THERM simulation  
3.2.1 Software 
 
WINDOW 6 and THERM 6 Research Versions are software programmes developed at 
Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory (LBNL) to determine the thermal and solar 




Glazing systems are simulated in WINDOW 6. Frame and edge effects are simulated in 
THERM 6 and then imported into WINDOW 6. So WINDOW 6 can calculate the 
thermal properties of the whole window system. 
 
3.2.2 Frame profiles 
 
Three frame profiles have been created based on the literature and real window product 
investigation. The unanimous majority of the window frames in Singapore are made of 
aluminium alloys. Singapore Building and Construction Authority specifies the use of 
designated treated alloy 6063T4, 6063T5 or 6063T6 complying with BS EN 755 for the 
frame, and the type of finishes for frame include anodic coating. The gasket used as 
weather stripping component is made of neoprene or EPDM (ethylene propylene diene 
monomer). [18] The frame profile 50TT is thermally broken; the thermal break material 
is polyamide (nylon). The spacer in the case of double glazing is aluminium spacer filled 
with silica gel (desiccant). The thermal conductivity and emissivity of the selected 
materials are listed in Table 1. 
 
Table 1: Thermal conductivity and emissivity of selected materials 










Glass Clear glass 1 0.84 
Thermal break Polyamide (nylon) 0.25 0.9 
Weather 
stripping 
EPDM (ethylene propylene 
diene monomer 
0.25 0.9 




Silica gel (desiccant) 0.13 0.9 
 





40S is aluminium frame used for single glazing window. The frame consists of the fixed 
sill (right bottom part) and the movable window sash (left top part), as shown in Figure 1.  
Weather stripping is employed at the outside conjunction where the movable part meets 
the fixed part. The sill width is 40mm. The frame length is 48mm. The single glazing is 






45DS is developed based on the aluminium window product of AVA Global, one of the 
major window suppliers in Singapore. The product introduction i
45DS also consists of the fixed sill and the movable window sash, as shown in Figure 2. 
Weather stripping is employed at both outdoor and indoor conjunctions. The sill width is 
45mm and the frame length is 94.5mm. The double glazing 
three layers: 6mm clear glass, 12mm air gap, and 6mm clear glass. The spacer is common 
aluminium spacer filled with silica gel (desiccant). 
 
1: Extrusion profile of frame 40S 
s given in Appendix A.









50TT is developed to represent the thermally broken frame used for double glazing 
windows. The original design is given in Appendix A. 
polyamide (nylon) and inserted in each of the four aluminium bridges connecting the 
outdoor and indoor surfaces. The sill width is 50mm and the frame length is 94.5mm. The 
double glazing unit is the same as in 45DS.
 
2: Extrusion profile of frame 45DS 






3.2.3 Glazing units 
 
The glazing units can be categorized into single
with multiple glazing layers are often called Insulating Glazing U
common IGUs are double glazing, triple glazing, and quadruple glazing. The glass pane 
is clear, tinted, or coated with reflective 
units were investigated, as listed in Table 
glass with thermal conductivity of 1 W/(m.K).
3: Extrusion profile of frame 50TT 
 glazing and multiple glazing
nits (IGUs). The 
or low emissivity layers. In this study, 7 glazing 




 units. Units 
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Single glazing 8mm glass - 
Double glazing 6mm glass + 12mm air gap + 6mm glass - 
Double glazing Low-E 0.6 6mm glass + 12mm air gap + 6mm glass 0.6 
Double glazing Low-E 0.4 6mm glass + 12mm air gap + 6mm glass 0.4 
Double glazing Low-E 0.2 6mm glass + 12mm air gap + 6mm glass 0.2 
Double glazing Low-E 0.1 6mm glass + 12mm air gap + 6mm glass 0.1 
Double glazing Low-E 0.05 6mm glass + 12mm air gap + 6mm glass 0.05 
 
3.2.4 Environmental conditions 
 
The environmental condition parameters important to U-value calculation are 
temperature and airflow velocity. The typical weather condition in Singapore is defined 
based on the national weather statistics.   
 
Typical weather conditions in Singapore: 
 
Outdoor  
- Wind speed: 2m/s 
- Wind direction: Leeward 
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- Air temperature: 35°C 
 
Indoor 
- Air temperature: 24°C 
- Natural convection 
 
In the simulation, the radiation model is blackbody radiation for the outdoor window 
surfaces and auto-enclosure radiation for the indoor window surfaces. The effective 
temperature is taken as the same as the air temperature and the environment emissivity is 
taken as unity.  
 
Simulations were conducted under different outdoor conditions, in order to examine the 
influence of the temperature and wind velocity parameters. The range of outdoor 
temperature and wind velocity variations is given in Table 3. 
 
Table 3: Variation range of outdoor temperature and wind velocity 








3.2.5 Indoor surface heat transfer coefficient for frame 
 
Computer simulations found that the frame heat transfer in most windows is controlled 
by a single component, and only this component significantly influences frame heat 
transfer [17]. For example, the frame U-value for thermally broken aluminium window 
systems is largely controlled by the depth of the thermal break material in the heat flow 
direction. For aluminium frames without a thermal break, the indoor surface heat transfer 
coefficient is the controlling factor. The great majority of window systems in Singapore 
are aluminium windows, either thermally broken or without thermal break, so it is 
important to investigate the indoor surface heat transfer coefficient for aluminium frame 
in Singapore weather conditions.  
 
The surface heat transfer coefficient,ℎ , consists of two parts: convective part ℎ and 
radiative part ℎ
 . The radiative part ℎ
 can be calculated in THERM; however, the 
convective part ℎ is pre-defined. The NFRC method is to fix a ℎvalue for each type of 
frame [19]. For example, ℎ = 3.29 W/(m2.K) for aluminium frame without thermal 
break, and ℎ = 3.00 W/(m2.K) for thermally broken frame. However, CEN standard 
ISO 6949 provides a different value. ISO 6949 distinguishes three heat flow orientations, 
i.e., upwards, horizontal, and downwards (20). For horizontal heat flow, the indoor 
convective surface heat transfer coefficient ℎ = 2.5 W/(m2.K). 
 
Both the NFRC and CEN standard values for ℎ are derived in the American and 
European environmental conditions, respectively; therefore, they may not apply to the U-
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value calculation in Singapore. In this study, the indoor convective surface heat transfer 
coefficient for frame was taken as 2.5 W/(m2.K) for comparison purpose. Numerical 
simulations were carried out using FLUENT to investigate the coefficient in the selected 
Singapore environmental conditions, as presented in the following section. 
 
3.3 FLUENT simulation 
3.3.1 Software 
 
ANSYS Fluent software contains the broad physical modelling capabilities needed to 
model heat, turbulence, heat transfer, and reaction for a wide range of industrial 
applications. FLUENT is widely used for product design and optimization. The software 
Gambit is used to draw the 2D model of window systems and the environment conditions.   
 
3.3.2 Window model 
 
The simulation model drawn with Gambit is shown in Figure 4. The 2D window system 
model is placed at the centre of two spaces that simulate the outdoor and indoor 
environment conditions. The mesh size is very fine at the space close to the window, as 
the heat transfer through the window is concerned in the simulation. The outdoor fluid 
zone has a velocity inlet at the bottom and a pressure outlet at the top, and the indoor 
fluid zone has a velocity inlet at the top and a pressure outlet at the bottom, as shown in 




Figure 4: Gambit simulation model 
 
 




Four aluminium windows were simulated in the FLUENT simulation, including two 
casement windows, one awning window, and one sliding window, as shown in Figure 6 – 
9. 
 
Figure 6: Drawing of casement window 1 
 
 





Figure 8: Drawing of awning window 
 
 




The indoor space was simulated with natural convection condition at 24°C. The outdoor 
space was simulated with forced convection condition, i.e., the wind velocity of 3 m/s. A 
set of four outdoor temperatures ranging from 27°C to 40°C were simulated. 
 
3.3.3 Indoor surface heat transfer coefficient 
 
The indoor surface heat transfer coefficient for frame is calculated by using Equation 15. 
The heat flux through the frame and the temperatures can be read directly from FLUENT. 
 
ℎ, = [\ − \         (15) 
 
3.4 Guarded hot box 
3.4.1 Introduction of guarded hot box 
 
Numerical simulations are found satisfactory to calculate the thermal transmittance of 
fenestration systems. Physical testing is another reliable method for determining the 
thermal performance of fenestration systems. Laboratory measurements provide the 
primary means of determining the U-factor of fenestration systems and other building 
façade elements.  
 
One of the most reliable and accurate experimental facilities used for determining the 
thermal performance of window systems is the Guarded Hot Box. The guarded hot box 
comprises of an additional guard box, which is maintained at the same temperature as the 
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metering box. The main purpose is to keep the testing environment in the metering box at 
controlled conditions and keep extraneous heat loss to a minimum. 
 
The guarded hot box built in the Thermal Process Lab is designed to test thermal 
transmittance of building façade elements including fenestration systems and walls. One 
of the features of this hot box is that the whole box can be rotated and thus specimens can 
be tested at different inclinations. The apparatus is designed to create a desired steady 
temperature difference across the test specimen for a period of time. The hot box 
comprises a climatic chamber and a metering chamber, on either side of the test specimen, 
each maintained at a desired steady temperature, as shown in Figure 10. The metering 
chamber is contained inside the guard chamber, which is controlled at the same 
temperature as the metering chamber to minimize heat loss through metering box wall. 
The metering box simulates the hot environment conditions and the climatic box 
simulates the cold environment conditions. Thermal transmittance of window systems in 
Singapore weather is studied here, so the metering box will simulate the outdoor 
environment condition and the climatic box will simulate the indoor environment 
condition. 
 
In between the metering and climatic chambers, the specimen frame holds the test 
specimen in place. For test specimens with a smaller dimension than the specimen frame, 
for example, the common window systems in this case, a surround panel is required to 
mount the test specimen. The window specimen is first inserted into a surround panel, 
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and then the surround panel is installed in the specimen frame. The panel and the window 
specimen are sealed to prevent air leakage between the metering and climatic chambers.  
 
 
Figure 10: Exterior view of Hot Box 
 
 




Design parameters of the Guarded Hot Box are given in Tables 4 – 5. The chambers will 
be maintained over a range of temperature so as to create a range of temperature 
difference across the test specimen. 
  
Table 4: Design parameters of Guard Chamber and Metering Chamber 
Size 2m x 2m x 0.9m (Guard Chamber) 1.7m x 1.7m x 0.6m (Metering Chamber) 
Temperature range 25°C to 60°C 
Insulation material Polyurethane 
Thickness of wall 50mm (Guard Chamber) 100mm (Metering Chamber) 
 
 
Table 5: Design parameters of Climatic Chamber 
Size 2m x 2m x 0.9m 
Temperature range 10°C to 25°C 
Insulation material Polyurethane 
Thickness of wall 100mm 
 
3.4.2 Heat balance in the hot box 
 
The hot box is designed to measure the heat transfer through a specimen when the 
environmental conditions on both sides of the specimen are held constant. Tests are 
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performed with a desired temperature difference across the specimen, and with the air 
temperatures on both sides being held at fixed values. In addition, the air velocities on 
both sides of the specimen are measured and held constant during the test. Once the 
environmental conditions reach steady state, the net heat flow into the metering box is 
carefully measured. 
 
The total heat balance of the metering box is described in Equation 16. 
 
 +  +  =  = . ∆\/4       (16) 
 
The flanking loss consists of two parts, flanking loss from the metering chamber to 
the guard chamber and flanking loss from the metering chamber to the climatic chamber. 
 
The total net heat flow inside metering box consists of the heat generated by heater 
and fans. The heater used in the hot box is straight wire heater that spans the whole width 
of the metering box so as to improve the temperature uniformity. The heat flow generated 
by heaters can be calculated by the voltage and current of the power input. Variable speed 
DC fans are installed inside the metering box to control the airflow velocity across the 
specimen surface. The assumption is made that the fans’ power consumption is fully 





3.4.3 Metering box wall loss and flanking loss calibration 
 
The metering box wall loss is a function of the thermopile output, ^, described by 
Equation 17. 
 
 = E(^) = _. ^ + ^    (17) 
 
Substituting Equation 17 into Equation 16, we get: 
 
(. ∆\/4) −  = _. ^ + `^ + a        (18) 
 
The left part of Equation 18 is known. The calibration aims to find the value of slope m 
and the combined coefficient`^ + a. 
 
The metering box wall thermopile is constructed in compliance with ASTM standard 
1363 (21). A number of thermocouples are connected between the inside and outside 
surfaces of the metering box walls to form the thermopile. Based on the requirement of 
the standard, a total of 28 thermocouples are installed on each side of the metering box 
walls. The thermopile generates an output voltage proportional to the temperature 
difference across the metering box walls. The output voltage ^ is recorded by the data 




The ideal case is that the metering box and the guard box are kept at the same 
temperature and there is no metering box wall loss or flanking loss. But in reality it is 
impossible to eliminate heat loss and the thermopile output will not be zero, although the 
value will be close to zero if the temperature control is sound. Therefore, a few tests are 
performed at different environmental conditions. By plotting the heat loss versus the 





CHAPTER 4 SIMULATION RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
4.1 Centre-of-glass U-value 
 
The centre-of-glass U-values of the 7 selected glazing units are tabulated in Tables 6 – 12. 
The change of U-value in response to the outdoor temperature To and wind velocity V is 
in the same pattern for all 7 glazing units. For a fixed outdoor temperature, the U-value 
increases as the wind velocity increases. This is because the outdoor surface heat transfer 
coefficient (convective) increases with the wind velocity (Equation 13). And the U-value 
increases as the surface heat transfer coefficient increases (Equation 5). For a fixed wind 
velocity, the U-value increases as the outdoor temperature increases due to the increased 
radiative surface heat transfer coefficient (Equation 12).  
 
Table 6: Centre-of-glass U-value of Single Glazing in W/(m2.K) 
            V (m/s) 
To(°C) 
1 2 3 4 
25 4.1 4.4 4.6 4.8 
30 4.4 4.8 5.0 5.3 
35 4.6 5.0 5.3 5.5 




Table 7: Centre-of-glass U-value of Double Glazing in W/(m2.K) 
              V (m/s)       
To(°C) 
1 2 3 4 
25 2.5 2.6 2.6 2.7 
30 2.6 2.7 2.8 2.9 
35 2.7 2.8 2.9 2.9 
40 2.7 2.9 3.0 3.0 
 
Table 8: Centre-of-glass U-value of Double Glazing Low-E 0.6 in W/(m2.K) 
            V (m/s) 
To(°C) 
1 2 3 4 
25 2.3 2.4 2.4 2.5 
30 2.4 2.5 2.6 2.6 
35 2.5 2.6 2.6 2.7 






Table 9: Centre-of-glass U-value of Double Glazing Low-E 0.4 in W/(m2.K) 
             V (m/s) 
To(°C) 
1 2 3 4 
25 2.1 2.2 2.2 2.2 
30 2.2 2.3 2.3 2.4 
35 2.2 2.3 2.4 2.4 
40 2.3 2.4 2.4 2.5 
 
Table 10: Centre-of-glass U-value of Double Glazing Low-E 0.2 in W/(m2.K) 
               V (m/s) 
To(°C) 
1 2 3 4 
25 1.8 1.9 1.9 1.9 
30 1.9 1.9 2.0 2.0 
35 1.9 2.0 2.0 2.0 






Table 11: Centre-of-glass U-value of Double Glazing Low-E 0.1 in W/(m2.K) 
               V (m/s) 
To(°C) 
1 2 3 4 
25 1.6 1.7 1.7 1.7 
30 1.7 1.7 1.8 1.8 
35 1.7 1.8 1.8 1.8 
40 1.7 1.8 1.8 1.8 
 
 
Table 12: Centre-of-glass U-value of Double Glazing Low-E 0.05 in W/(m2.K) 
              V (m/s) 
To(°C) 
1 2 3 4 
25 1.5 1.6 1.6 1.6 
30 1.6 1.6 1.6 1.6 
35 1.6 1.6 1.7 1.7 
40 1.6 1.7 1.7 1.7 
 
Figure 12 shows the range of centre-of-glass U-values of the 7 glazing units in the 
selected environmental conditions. Double glazing units have a much better performance 
in terms of centre-of-glass U-value compared to single glazing: the average value is 
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reduced from 4.9 W/(m2.K) to less than 3 W/(m2.K). Low-E coating on the inner surface 
of the outer pane further improves the centre-of-glass U-value. The smaller the emissivity, 
the better is the centre-of-glass U-value.  
 
Single glazing is very elastic to the environmental conditions. The lowest centre-of-glass 
U-value of single glazing is 4.1 W/(m2.K) at 25°C and 1 m/s, and the highest is 5.7 
W/(m2.K) at 40 °C and 4 m/s. Double glazing is less elastic. For double glazing with low-
E coating, the smaller the emissivity, the less elastic is the centre-of-glass U-value to 
environmental conditions. In the current industry practice in Singapore, the reported 
window U-value is actually the centre-of-glass U-value and the elasticity of this value to 
environmental conditions is not considered. The reported centre-of-glass U-value may be 
calculated or measured in American or European weather conditions, which may result in 
a significant error for elastic glazing units, for example, the single glazing. It is therefore 
important to develop a standard U-value test condition for Singapore and have window 





Figure 12: Comparison of Centre-of-glass U-value for the selected glazing units 
 
4.2 Frame U-value 
 
The frame U-values of 40S, 45DS and 50TT are tabulated in Tables 13 – 15. For a given 
outdoor temperature, the frame U-value increases as the wind velocity increases, due to 
the increased convective surface heat transfer coefficient. For a given wind velocity, the 
frame U-value increases as the outdoor temperature increases, due to the increased 


























































Table 13: U-value of frame 40S in W/(m2.K) 
            V (m/s) 
To (°C) 
1 2 3 4 
25 5.6 6.0 6.3 6.5 
30 5.6 6.0 6.3 6.5 
35 5.7 6.1 6.4 6.6 
40 5.7 6.2 6.4 6.7 
 
 
Table 14: U-value of frame 45DS in W/(m2.K) 
            V (m/s) 
To (°C) 
1 2 3 4 
25 5.1 5.5 5.9 6.1 
30 5.1 5.6 5.9 6.2 
35 5.2 5.6 6.0 6.2 




Table 15: U-value of frame 50TT in W/(m2.K) 
            V (m/s) 
To (°C) 
1 2 3 4 
25 3.3 3.4 3.6 3.7 
30 3.4 3.6 3.7 3.8 
35 3.4 3.6 3.8 3.9 
40 3.5 3.7 3.9 4.0 
 
For aluminium frames without thermal break, i.e., 40S and 45DS, the frame U-values are 
about the same, as shown in Figure 13. 45DS has a slightly better U-value than 40S by 
about 0.5 W/(m2.K), because for 45DS, both the meeting conjunctions of movable sash 
and fixed sill at the outdoor surface and indoor surface are sealed with weather stripping, 
while 40S has only weather stripping at the outdoor conjunction. Thermal break product 
has a significant effect on the frame U-value; it improves the frame U-value by about 2 





Figure 13: Comparison of Frame U-value 
 
4.3 Overall U-value 
 
The overall U-value is calculated using Equation 4. It better represents the thermal 
transmittance of the window system than the centre-of-glass U-value. The overall U-
value takes into account of the frame U-value and the edge U-value at the peripheral area 
of the glass, in addition to the centre-of-glass U-value. The edge area is defined as the 
band from the sight line to 63.5mm from the sight line. The area ratio of the frame to the 
whole window is an important factor in the area-weighted equation. In this study, the 
frame area ratio varies from 0.15 to 0.4. 
 





































The overall U-value of frame 40S with single glazing is shown in Figure 14. The overall 
U-value is larger than the centre-of-glass U-value, because the frame U-value is larger 
than the single glazing U-value, as can be seen in the previous sections Centre-of-Glass 
U-value and Frame U-value. The overall U-value is larger when the frame ratio is larger. 
 
If the centre-of-glass U-value instead of the overall U-value is reported and taken into 
ETTV calculation, it will over-estimate the energy performance of the building envelope. 
The average increase ratio of overall U-value compared to centre-of-glass U-value is 
given in Table 16. 
 
 
Figure 14: Comparison of Centre-of-glass and Overall U-value of 40S+Single 





































0.4 5.45 11% 
0.35 5.38 10% 
0.3 5.31 8% 
0.25 5.25 7% 
0.2 5.18 6% 
0.15 5.11 4% 
 
4.3.2 45DS with double glazing units 
 
The comparison of overall U-value and centre-of-glass U-value for window systems that 
consist of 45DS and 6 double glazing units are given in Figures 15 – 20. For each glazing 
unit, the overall U-value is larger than the centre-of-glass U-value, because the frame U-
value is larger than the centre-of-glass U-value. The increase of overall U-value depends 





Figure 15: Comparison of Centre-of-glass and Overall U-value of 45DS+Double 
Glazing at different environmental conditions 
 
 
Figure 16: Comparison of Centre-of-glass and Overall U-value of 45DS+Double 





























































































































































































Figure 17: Comparison of Centre-of-glass and Overall U-value of 45DS+Double 
Glazing Low-E 0.4 at different environmental conditions 
 
Figure 18: Comparison of Centre-of-glass and Overall U-value of 45DS+Double 


















































































































































































Figure 19: Comparison of Centre-of-glass and Overall U-value of 45DS+Double 




Figure 20: Comparison of Centre-of-glass and Overall U-value of 45DS+Double 























































































































































































The average increase ratio of overall U-value compared to centre-of-glass U-value for the 
6 window systems is listed in Table 17. The frame 45DS takes about 25% of the total 
area of a common window that measures 1.2m x 1.5m. It can be seen from the table that 
the overall U-value of 45DS equipped with uncoated double glazing is 29% larger than 
the centre-of-glass U-value. For low-E coated double glazing units, the increase of U-
value is more significant. The overall U-value depends on the emissivity of the low-E 
coating, the smaller the emissivity, the more significant is the U-value increase. Take the 
window 45DS equipped with double glazing low-E 0.05 for example, the overall U-value 
is 70% larger than the centre-of-glass U-value.  In building envelope energy performance 
calculations that consider only the centre-of-glass U-value, the result is over-optimistic, 
and the improvement effort will be mislead. If the frame U-value and edge effect are 
neglected, the more effort put in glazing unit improvement, the more the actual window 
performance will be held back by conductive frames.   
 
Table 17: Average increase of overall U-value for windows with 45DS and 6 double 
glazing units 





















0.4 46% 54% 65% 84% 100% 112% 
53 
 
0.35 40% 47% 57% 73% 88% 98% 
0.3 34% 40% 49% 63% 75% 84% 
0.25 29% 34% 41% 53% 63% 70% 
0.2 23% 27% 33% 42% 50% 56% 
0.15 17% 20% 25% 32% 38% 42% 
 
 
4.3.3 50TT with double glazing units 
 
The overall U-value for window systems that consist of frame 50TT and double glazing 
units behaves in the same pattern as the window systems with frame 45DS, as shown in 
Figure 21 – 26. The overall U-value is larger than the centre-of-glass U-value. The 
increase of U-value is dependent on the frame ratio. The larger the frame ratio, the larger 
is the overall U-value. Compared with window 45DS, the thermally broken frame 50TT 
improves substantially the energy performance of windows. The overall U-value is still 
larger than the centre-of-glass U-value, but the increase ratio is less pronounced for 





Figure 21: Comparison of Centre-of-glass and Overall U-value of 50TT+Double 




Figure 22: Comparison of Centre-of-glass and Overall U-value of 50TT+Double 




















































Figure 23: Comparison of Centre-of-glass and Overall U-value of 50TT+Double 
Glazing Low-E 0.4 at different environmental conditions 
 
Figure 24: Comparison of Centre-of-glass and Overall U-value of 50TT+Double 






















































































































































































Figure 25: Comparison of Centre-of-glass and Overall U-value of 50TT+Double 
Glazing Low-E 0.1 at different environmental conditions 
 
 
Figure 26: Comparison of Centre-of-glass and Overall U-value of 50TT+Double 


















































































































































































The average increase ratio of overall U-value compared to centre-of-glass U-value for 
window systems with 50TT and 6 double glazing units is listed in Table 18. Take a 
common window that measures 1.2m x 1.5m for example, the frame 50TT takes about 25% 
of the total area. It can be seen from the table that the overall U-value is 9% larger than 
the centre-of-glass U-value of uncoated double glazing. For low-E coated double glazing 
units, the increase is more significant. And the smaller the emissivity, the larger is the U-
value increase. For window 50TT equipped with double glazing low-E 0.05, the overall 
U-value is 36% larger than the centre-of-glass U-value.  The increase is moderate 
compared to the previous case where 45DS is used as the frame. This is because the 
frame U-value of thermally broken frame 50TT has been significantly reduced. Therefore, 
the adverse effect of frame is less pronounced. However, the frame and edge effects are 
still important and cannot be overlooked.  
 
Table 18: Average increase of overall U-value for windows with 50TT and 6 double 
glazing units 





















0.4 14% 19% 26% 39% 49% 57% 
0.35 12% 17% 23% 34% 43% 49% 
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0.3 11% 15% 20% 29% 37% 42% 
0.25 9% 12% 17% 24% 31% 36% 
0.2 7% 10% 13% 19% 25% 29% 
0.15 5% 7% 10% 15% 19% 22% 
 
4.4 Application in ETTV calculation 
 
ETTV (Envelope Thermal Transfer Value) is a measurement of the average heat gain into 
a building through its envelope. It is adopted by the Singapore Building and Construction 
Authority to evaluate the energy performance of building envelopes. The three heat gain 
components in ETTV equation are: heat conduction through opaque walls, heat 
conduction through windows and solar radiation through windows. The three components 
are averaged over the whole envelope area of the building to present an ETTV that 
describes the thermal performance of the building’s envelope. The ETTV under 
Singapore’s context is formulated in Equation 19. 
 
^R = 11.88(1 − bb4) + 3.39(bb4) + 210.92(bb4)(c8)    (19) 
where  
WWR: window-to-wall ratio 
Uw: U-value of the wall 
Uf: U-value of the fenestration 
SC: shading coefficient of the fenestration 
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All new air-conditioned buildings in Singapore are required to have ETTV lower than 50 
W/m2. However, the fenestration U-value used in the ETTV calculation is the centre-of-
glass U-value in practice. The use of centre-of-glass U-value results in under-estimated 
ETTV, which is illustrated in the ETTV calculation of a reference building. 
 
The reference building is a 12-storey building with a square cross-section. Each floor 
consists of 5 air-conditioned zones and 1 core non-conditional zone, with a total 
conditioned area of 2100 m2 per floor. Detailed information of the building envelope is 
given in Table 19.  
 
Table 19: Reference building envelope characteristics 
External wall 50 cm concrete, 2 cm air layers, 0.8 cm spandrel glass on exterior  
(Uw = 1.49 W/m2K) 
Window Window-to-wall ratio = 0.42  
Shading coefficient = 0.4  
Double glazing with low-E coating, E=0.4 
(Ucg = 2.3 W/m2K) 
Aluminium frame without thermal break 
(Uf = 5.6 W/m2K) 
Frame ratio = 0.4 
Uo = 3.8 W/m2K 
 
The ETTV values obtained for the reference building using Ucg and Uo are listed in Table 
20. The actual ETTV exceeds the threshold value 50 W/m2, whereas the ETTV is under-
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estimated and thus within the boundary if the centre-of-glass U-value is used in the 
calculation. 
 
Table 20: Reference building ETTV comparison 






The overall U-value of window systems that takes into account of frame U-value and 
edge effects should be used in ETTV calculation. The coefficient of the second term in 
Equation 19 needs not to be changed. The only modification is to replace Uf with the 
overall U-value of the window system. 
 
Table 16 – 18 provide reference correction factors to convert centre-of-glass U-value to 
overall U-value. The three window models designed in this study represent the common 
window products in Singapore. Frame 40S coupled with single glazing represents the 
common single glazing aluminium windows. Frame 45DS coupled with uncoated double 
glazing and five low-E coated double glazing units represent the common double glazing 
aluminium windows. And window 50TT represents double glazing aluminium windows 
with thermal break. In addition, the six frame ratios provided in the tables should cover 




4.5 Surface heat transfer coefficient 
4.5.1 Grid independence test 
 
The grid independence test was conducted prior to the FLUENT simulations. A typical 
window was simulated with three different meshes, namely, refined, medium, and coarse 
meshes. The resultant indoor convective surface heat transfer coefficients are listed in 
Table 21. 
 
Table 21: Grid independence test results 
 Refined mesh Medium mesh Coarse mesh 
h (W/m2.K) 4.52 4.28 4.43 
 
The three surface heat transfer coefficients obtained are quite close to each other, 
although the mesh size and subsequently the calculation time are very different. 
Therefore, the medium mesh was chosen for the FLUENT simulations for both accuracy 
and economics considerations. 
 
4.5.2 Indoor convective surface heat transfer coefficient 
 
The indoor convective surface heat transfer coefficient for each of the four aluminium 
windows found through FLUENT simulations are listed in Table 22. The surface heat 
transfer coefficient consists of the convective part and radiative part. The radiation model 
was not activated in the simulations, so the frame surface heat transfer coefficient values 
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obtained are just for the convective part. The values obtained here need to be verified 
with hot box tests, but they consistently indicate the scale of the frame surface heat 
transfer coefficient and the possible change range. For aluminium window frames, the 
indoor surface heat transfer coefficient is the controlling factor of the frame U-value. 
Therefore, the range of surface heat transfer coefficients obtained here is important. 
 
Table 22: Indoor convective surface heat transfer coefficient for aluminium window 






window 2 Awning window Sliding window 
40 1.98 4.43 2.61 1.88 
37 1.78 4.21 2.79 2.36 
32 2.20 4.07 2.82 2.32 







CHAPTER 5 HOT BOX ENHANCEMENT AND CALIBRATION 
 
5.1 Hot box modification and preparation 
 
The newly built hot box carried the basic design features that allow it to measure the U-
value of building façade elements. However, the design did not meet the ASTM 
standards, in the following aspects: 
- Temperature uniformity 
- Airflow velocity control 
Therefore, improvement work has been carried out to make the hot box reach the ASTM 
standards. Consequently, the test results would be more accurate and suitable for inter-
laboratory comparison. 
 
The hot box was not properly instrumented. And the hot box calibration was not taken in 
consideration during the design stage. Therefore, the hot box has been instrumented using 
self-made and calibrated thermocouples. And the characterization panel has been 
fabricated to calibrate the metering box wall loss and flanking loss. 
 




The purpose of the metering box is to provide for the control and measurement of air 
temperatures and surface heat transfer coefficients at the surface of the specimen under 
prescribed conditions.  There are two heat sources in the metering box, the heaters and 
the fans.  
 
The initial design of the metering box used a U-tube finned heater located at the centre of 
the metering box. The only fan located above the heater drives the air circulation inside 
the metering box. The problem of this configuration is that the uniformity of the 
temperature distribution is difficult to achieve. The airflow is generally hot at the centre 
and cooler in the edge areas of the metering box. In order to improve the temperature 
uniformity, the U-tube finned heater has been replaced by straight wire heaters that span 
the whole width of the metering box, as shown in Figure 27; and the centre fan has been 
replaced by 9 fans that line up from one side of the metering box to the other, as shown in 
Figure 28. The concept is that when the 9 fans are running at the same speed, the airflow 
will be uniform across the width of the box and thus distribute the heat generated by 
heaters evenly. The air velocity of the airflow across the specimen is also required to be 
uniform. This fan arrangement will also increase the airflow uniformity.  
 





Figure 28: Photo of the 9 fans inside the metering box 
 
5.1.2 Airflow control and measurement 
 
The measured overall thermal resistance of test specimen and, when applicable, the 
surface resistance, depend on the velocity, temperature uniformity, and distribution 
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patterns of the air circulated past the specimen surfaces. Therefore, it is necessary to 




The direction of airflow past the specimen may be parallel or perpendicular to surface. 
Parallel airflow is used in our hot box. This is achieved by placing a baffle parallel to the 
specimen surface and installing fans behind the baffle. The air baffle creates an air 
curtain on the surface of the test specimen. And the fans blowing upward or downward 
create a uniform air circulation inside the box, as shown in Figure 29. This configuration 
is used in both the metering box and climatic box. 
 
The baffle-to-specimen spacing is 200 mm in the metering box.1 And the baffle-to-
specimen spacing in the climatic box depends on the thickness of the test specimen. The 
frame between the guard box and the climatic box, designed to support walls and window 
products, measures 600 mm in length. The position of the baffle inside climatic box can 
be adjusted, and is currently set to be 200 mm away from the frame. For example, with a 
characterization panel of 100mm placed in the frame and positioned flush with the 
metering box opening, the climatic box baffle to panel distance will be 700mm. 
 
                                                 
1








The velocity of airflow past the test specimen is different in the room condition and 
weather condition. It is natural convection condition in the room side. Also, the tests shall 
be run using forced convection at near natural convection conditions. According to the 
ASTM standard, near natural convection conditions are to be approximated with some 
forced airflow to maintain temperature control. The air velocity is below 0.5 m/s. In the 
weather side, different velocities are used to simulate different weather conditions. In 
order to study the thermal properties of windows in Singapore weather condition, a range 
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of velocities from 1 m/s to 4 m/s shall be used. Variable speed fans are used to adjust the 
airflow velocity. 
 
The air curtain between the test specimen and the baffle should have uniform airflow 
velocity.  A line of nine fans are installed inside the metering box to ensure the airflow 
uniformity across the width of the box. 
 
In order to monitor the airflow velocity, velocity sensors are added in both metering box 
and climatic box in compliance with the ASTM standard2. There are several air velocity 
measurement methods, and the best method is adopted, which is to locate velocity 
sensors directly in the air curtain. The velocity sensors are placed at 0.3m intervals across 
the specimen surface, at the centreline of the metering chamber/climatic chamber, as 
shown in Figure 30 and 31. 
 
 
Figure 30: Air curtain temperature and velocity sensors in Metering Box 
                                                 
2








The fans previously installed cannot meet the velocity uniformity requirement. There was 
only one large fan located at the centre of the box, so the air velocity is high at the centre 
and low near the two edges. And the fans were constant speed, which does not allow 
airflow velocity control. 
 
Now a line of 9 variable speed fans3 are installed in the metering box, as shown in Figure 
28. The fans span over the entire width of the metering box, and when the fans are 
operating at the same speed, the air velocity uniformity is achieved. The fans are powered 
by external DC power suppliers. The currently installed fans can provide air velocity up 
to 1.5 m/s inside the metering box. More powerful fans are to be procured to achieve 
higher speed at 4 m/s.   
                                                 
3
 DC Brushless Industrial Fan FP-108EX/DC, power: 290 cfm, air: 28.8 W. 
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5.1.4 Other temperature measurement 
 
In addition to the air curtain temperature and velocity measurement, the surface 
temperature of the characterization panel and the baffles, and the air temperature of the 
Guard Box need to be measured as well. These temperatures are all measured by self-
made T-type thermocouples, as shown in Figure 32. Due to excessive demand of 
thermocouples for the hot box instrumentation and the budget constraint, we made the 
thermocouples in the lab. The self-made thermocouples were calibrated by a water-glycol 
bath and the high precision mercury thermometers, as shown in Figure 33. The 
thermocouples were used to measure the temperature of water in the container. The water 
temperature was maintained constant by the heater/cooler. The temperatures used in the 
calibration process correspond to the actual hot box testing temperatures, ranging from 
20°C to 40°C at 5° step. The mercury thermometers were used to read the accurate water 
temperatures. For each thermocouple, the temperature readings were compared to the 
accurate temperatures, and a linear correction equation can be found with Microsoft 
Excel. The correction equations were keyed into the data logger when necessary. 
Consequently, the accuracy of each and every thermocouple was lifted to ± 0.5°C. 
 




Figure 33: Thermocouple calibration setup 
 
5.1.5 Characterization panel 
 
Two identical characterization panels are fabricated in compliance with the ASTM 
standard. One panel is used as characterization panel to calibrate the metering box wall 
heat loss. The other panel is used to support the test specimen.  
 
Material: 
- Core material: 100 mm thick extruded polystyrene (thermal conductivity: 0.0265 
W/mK)4 
                                                 
4
 Data provided by Dr. Chen Fangzhi of SERIES 
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- Facing material: 3 mm thick heat-resistant rigid ABS thermoplastic sheets with 
smooth finish faces (thermal conductivity: 0.17 W/mK)  
Dimension: 1800 mm × 1800 mm 
 
 
Figure 34: Characterization panel 
 
5.1.6 Data logging 
 
Two data loggers are used to record readings of thermal couples, thermal pile, and 
airflow velocity sensors in the hot box. The metering side data logger contains three 20-
channel multiplexors. The connection information is listed in Table 23. At the calibration 
stage, the homogeneous characterization panel is installed and only 9 temperature sensors 
(connected to channels 101 – 109) are needed on each surface. Eleven more calibrated 
thermocouples are already connected to channels 110 – 120 and ready to be used. In 
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window system testing, these additional thermocouples are used to measure the surface 
temperatures of the glass centre area, glass edge area, and frame. The climatic side data 
logger connection information is listed in Table 24. The detailed positioning of the 
sensors is in Appendix C. 
 
Table 23: Metering side data logger connection information 
Multiplexor no. Channel no. Measured value 
1 
101 – 109 Panel surface temperatures 
110 – 120 Save for future use 
2 
201 – 209 Guard box air temperatures 
210 – 215 Baffle surface temperatures 
216 Metering box wall thermopile output 
217 – 220 Baffle-to-specimen air-curtain velocities 
3 
301 – 309 Baffle-to-specimen air-curtain temperatures 
310 Panel heat transducer 
 
Table 24: Climatic side data logger connection information 
Multiplexor no. Channel no. Measured value 




201 – 206 Baffle surface temperatures 
207 – 215 Baffle-to-specimen air-curtain temperatures 
216 – 220 Baffle-to-specimen air-curtain velocities 
 
5.1.7 Risk control 
 
In hot box testing, the data is taken after the hot box has reached steady-state condition. It 
may take ten hours or more for the hot box to reach steady-state. In order to prevent over-
heating and possible fire accident, the over-heating proof device is installed in the hot 
box, as shown in Figure 35. If the heater control box fails and the heaters keep heating up, 
the over-heating proof device will cut off the power supply when the heater temperature 





Figure 35: Overheating proof device 
 
5.2 Metering box wall loss and flanking loss calibration 
 
During GHB testing, the guard box is maintained at the same temperature as the metering 
box, so as to minimize the metering box wall loss and flanking loss. In reality the 
metering box wall loss and flanking loss will always exist. The amount of heat loss is 
proportional to the metering box wall thermopile output, as described by Equation 17, 
which is rearranged into Equation 18. 
 
Six tests were performed at different environmental conditions to plot the curve of heat 
loss versus thermopile output. The environmental conditions are listed in Table 25. The 
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six test results are plotted in Figure 36. The slope m and the combined coefficient are 
derived from linear approximation. Therefore, Equation 18 for our hot box becomes: 
 
, = 6.47^ − 0.4       (20) 
where E is the thermopile output, in mV. 
 
Figure 36: Metering box wall loss and flanking loss (W) versus thermopile output 
(mV) 
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Table 25: Metering box wall loss and flanking loss calibration matrix 
Test 
No. 
Metering Chamber Air 
Temperature, °C 
Guard Chamber Air 
Temperature, °C 











1 30.08 25.86 25.46 -3.99 106 0.55 
2 31.45 25.87 25.11 -5.44 106 0.66 
3 35.61 26.98 25.51 -8.53 106 0.83 
4 38.60 28.09 26.12 -10.50 106 0.98 
5 43.28 28.59 25.70 -14.82 106 1.17 
6 39.40 39.69 26.21 0.19 106 0.16 
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CHAPTER 6 HOT BOX TEST PROCEDURE 
 
The window system test procedure is developed specifically for our hot box in 
compliance with the ASTM standard 1363 and 1199.  
 
6.1 Installation of window system 
 
 The window system to be tested is installed in the surround panel with a configuration 
that simulates the actual installation closely. All potential air leakage sites shall be sealed 
with tape on both sides to minimize air leakage between the cold side and hot side 
chambers. The test specimen must be sealed at the hot side of the test specimen with tape 
or other material of similar surface emissivity (±0.1) to that of the adhering surface. A 
test specimen that consists of primary and secondary components (such as a storm 
window) must be sealed at the hot side of each component. Weep holes/slots located on 
the cold side shall be sealed on the cold side. Perimeter joints between the test specimen 
and the surround panel shall be sealed on both sides. The tape or caulk must not cover 
more than 13 mm (0.50 in.) of the test specimen frame or edge. 
 
6.2 Test conditions 
 
Since this research study aims at measuring the thermal transmittance of window systems 
in Singapore weather conditions, the environmental conditions simulated by metering 
box and climatic box are reversed from those defined in the ASTM standard. For typical 
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air-conditioned buildings in Singapore, the weather side is hot and the room side is cold. 
Therefore, the metering box is used to simulate the weather side environment and the 
climatic box is used to simulate the room side environment. 
  
Table 26: Base scenario of hot box simulation conditions 
 Temperature (°C) Air velocity (m/s) 
Metering box 35 2 
Climatic box 24 0.2 
  
The air velocity in the metering box will vary from 1 m/s to 4 m/s in order to simulate 
different weather conditions. 
 
6.3 Stabilization and test times 
 
The required time to reach stability for a steady-state test depends upon the properties of 
the test specimen and the apparatus as well as the test environmental conditions. A 
combined apparatus and metered specimen time constant, τeff, can be helpful in 
estimating stabilization times. The time constant is defined as the time required for the 
system to respond to within 37% (1/e) of its final value of response, usually heat flow, 




The thermal time constant τeff will be controlled by τap or τs, whichever is greater, where 
τap is apparatus time constant and τs is specimen time constant. 
 
The apparatus time constant τap can be determined experimentally. Install and seal the 
characterization panel in the hot box, close the hot box, and initiate test conditioning. For 
the initial test conditions, set the air temperature in the climatic and metering chambers 
5°C below the set point, i.e., set the climatic chamber temperature 19°C and the metering 
chamber temperature 30°C. Record all test parameters at 10 minutes intervals. Continue 
monitoring the test data until steady state is reached. Record five consecutive 1-h time 
averages, if the datum obtained for each variable differs from its mean by no more than 
the uncertainty of that variable, then the steady state is reached. Once steady state 
conditions have been achieved, quickly change the temperatures in both the climatic and 
metering chambers to the set point values. Record the time at which this change occurs. 
Continue monitoring the test data until steady state is reached again. For this 
determination use five consecutive 1-h time averages to establish steady state. Plot the 
time versus temperature for the period from shortly before the temperature change to the 
second time the hot box reaches steady state. Determine the elapsed time from the 
temperature change, in which the 10-min averages of temperatures and heat flow was 
63.2% and 85.6% of the final value. That is, to fill Table 27. The maximum difference 
between 85.6% time and 63.2% time is equal to the time constant for the test system.  
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Table 27: Constant time determination table5 
Description 63.2% Time 85.6% Time Difference 
Climatic box air 
temperature 
4 h 4 h 30 min 30 min 
Climatic baffle 
temperature 
4 h 4 h 30 min 30 min 
Surround panel cold 
surface temperature 
4 h 4 h 30 min 30 min 
Metering baffle 
temperature 
5 h 5 h 50 min 50 min 
Surround panel hot 
surface temperature 
5 h 5 h 50 min 50 min 
Guard box air 
temperature 
5 h 5 h 50 min 50 min 
Total heat flow into 
metering box 
6 h 7 h 10 min 1 h 10 min 
 
The calculation of the time constant of the window systems is time consuming and 
impractical. In practice, the apparatus time constant τap shall be used for the system time 
constant. To simplify the calculation and data logging, the scan period time shall be 
rounded down to the nearest simple fraction of 1 h. For example, if the time constant is 
33.5 min, use 30 min. 
 
                                                 
5
 This table is filled with exemplary numbers 
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6.4 Test data acquisition and completion 
 
After the final test temperature conditions are reached, five successive data acquisition 
sets are obtained. These sets are obtained at a data set time interval equal to the 
approximate time constant τeff but not less than 30 minutes. 
 
These five data acquisition runs are considered a valid test if each measured variable 
differs from its mean by no more than the uncertainty of that variable. If the data obtained 
changes monotonically with time, the test shall not be considered complete, and further 
repeated runs shall be conducted until the monotonic change is no longer observed. 
 
For the purpose of determining test completion, it is necessary to repeat the testing in five 
time constant blocks (5.τeff) until all the required criteria have been met. For test analysis, 
a sliding 5.τeff time range is used. Upon acquisition of each additional data set, an analysis 
of the last five sets shall be performed to see if the criteria are satisfied. As soon as these 
criteria are satisfied, the test is considered complete and the reported result is determined 
from the averages of the last five readings. 
 
6.5 Calculation of thermal transmittance (U-value) 
 
Recalling Equation 16, the total heat flow Q through the surround panel and the window 
system is the heat generated by heaters and fans corrected with the metering box wall loss 
and the flanking loss. The metering box wall loss and flanking loss can be calculated by 




The surround panel heat flow can be easily calculated by Equation 22. 
 
 = 8.  . =\' − \>      (22) 
 
where the surround panel thermal conductance 8 is calculated from the thermal 










8 = 0.2625 W/(m2.K) 
 
The window system heat flow  is calculated by using Equation 23. 
 
 =  −      (23) 
 
The thermal transmittance  of a window system is calculated by using Equation 24. 
 




CHAPTER 7 EXPERIMENTAL UNCERTAINTY ESTIMATE 
 
It is necessary to estimate the experimental uncertainty of the measured thermal 
transmittance value. The experimental uncertainty is estimated using the propagation of 
error theory that assumes the errors to be independent and not systematic. 
 
The calculation of thermal transmittance Us of a window system can be formulated as: 
 
 = (Rf + R*f*) − (6.47^ − 0.4) − 0.2625(\' − \)(\ − \)    (25) 
 
where the three terms of the numerator are the heat source, metering box wall loss and 
flanking loss, and heat flow through the surround panel, respectively.  
 
It is assumed that the power input readings are accurate. And the thermopile output and 
the area readings are also assumed accurate. The sources of experimental error are the 
temperatures measured by thermocouples.  
 
The linearized approximation of the absolute change of Us is: 
 
∆ = gg\' ∆\' +
gg\ h\ +
gg\ ∆\ +






−0.2625(\ − \)  
gg\ =
0.2625(\ − \) 
gg\ =
−=Rf + R*f*> + (6.47^ − 0.4) + 0.2625(\' − \)(\ − \)  
gg\ =
=Rf + R*f*> − (6.47^ − 0.4) − 0.2625(\' − \)(\ − \)  
 
The variance is: 
 
 = ( gg\')i' + (
gg\)i + (
gg\ )i + (
gg\ )i    (27) 
 
The relative error is: 
 
4^ = jjj        (28) 
 
Assume a window system of projected surface area 1.69 m2 and U-value 5 W/(m2K) is 
tested in the hot box. And use the temperatures measured during one of the calibration 
tests, as attached in Appendix E. The approximate uncertainty therefore is: 
 




The experimental uncertainty is about 2%. It is satisfactory, given that the uncertainty 
estimates for existing guarded hot box range from 1 to 10% [21]. 
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CHAPTER 8 CONCLUSION 
 
8.1 Overall U-value and ETTV 
 
The numerical study carried out using WINDOW/THERM has shown the significance of 
the overall U-value of window systems compared to the centre-of-glass U-value of the 
glazing units. The overall U-value of common single glazing windows is 4 to 11% higher 
than the centre-of-glass U-value. For common double glazing aluminium windows 
without thermal break, the overall U-value is 17 to 112% higher than the centre-of-glass 
U-value, depending on the low-E coating and the frame area. For the common double 
glazing windows with thermally broken aluminium frame, the overall U-value is 5 to 57% 
higher than the centre-of-glass U-value, depending on the low-E coating and the frame 
area. The 3 common window models are based on common window systems available in 
Singapore market. The range of environmental conditions simulated corresponds to the 
environmental conditions in Singapore, which are completely different from the winter 
conditions used in North America and Europe.  
  
The correlations between the overall U-value and the centre-of-glass U-value obtained 
would allow building designers to easily convert the centre-of-glass U-value to the 
overall U-value for the common window systems in Singapore. By substituting the 
overall U-value instead of centre-of-glass U-value in ETTV equation, the ETTV obtained 




8.2 Guarded Hot Box 
 
The Guarded Hot Box designed to measure the thermal transmittance of window systems 
has been improved in many aspects in compliance with the ASTM standards. The 
metering box temperature uniformity has been improved by changing the heater and the 
fan. The airflow velocity can be controlled by variable speed fans after modification. And 
the velocity uniformity has been improved. The instrumentation and calibration work 




The hot box has been improved in many aspects in compliance with ASTM standards, 
but it has not been certified yet. In the future the ASTM certification shall be obtained. 
 
The U-value of three common window systems has been calculated by numerical 
simulations; the results shall be verified with hot box testing.  The U-value measured by 
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Appendix B: Singapore weather statistics 
 
TEMPERATURE (°C) 
  Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jul Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec Period of Record 
Mean Daily 
Maximum 30.1 31.1 31.6 31.7 31.6 31.3 30.9 30.9 30.9 31.1 30.6 29.9 
1929 - 1941 1948 - 2009  
( 75 yrs) Mean Daily Minimum 23.3 23.6 23.9 24.4 24.8 24.7 24.5 24.4 24.2 24.0 23.7 23.4 
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1935 - 1941 1948 - 2008  























































Source: Singapore National Environment Agency 
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Appendix D: Specifics of test specimen mounting in Surround panel 
 
Surround panel is the characterization panel with an aperture at the centre to 
accommodate the test specimen. Surround panel should be constructed the same way as 
the characterization panel so that the thermal conductivity of the characterization panel 
tested can be applied to the surround panel. 
And the additional requirements are as the followings:  
- The surround panel aperture shall fit the specimen snugly (which is positioned at 
the centre of the surround panel) 
- If the fenestration system does not fill the opening in the surround panel 
completely, the space between the surround panel and the fenestration system 
shall be filled with material of similar thermal conductance and thickness to that 
of the surround panel 
- If the test specimen is of very high mass and framing is required to support the 
specimen, then the thermal bridge effects must be minimized by keeping the 
framing members away from the specimen aperture and away from the point of 
contact of the metering walls 
- All potential air leakage sites must be sealed with non-metallic tape or caulking, 
or both, as close to the hot side as possible to minimize or eliminate air leakage 
between the hot side and cold side chambers 
- A test specimen with primary and secondary components (such as a storm 
window) shall be sealed at the hot side of each component 
- Weep holes/slots located on the cold side shall be sealed on the cold side 
- Perimeter joints between the test specimen and the surround panel shall be sealed 
on both sides of the wall. In no case shall the tape or caulk cover more than 13 





Appendix E: Example calibration data 
 
Vf 21 (V) Vh 0 
If 5 (A) Ih 0 
Time Tsp1 Tsp2 To Ti E 
09:06:27 43.77 26.42 43.81 25.68 -0.01469 
09:16:27 43.75 26.38 43.82 25.66 -0.01473 
09:26:27 43.73 26.34 43.76 25.58 -0.01477 
09:36:27 43.72 26.27 43.77 25.55 -0.0148 
09:46:27 43.68 26.22 43.77 25.51 -0.01483 
09:56:27 43.70 26.18 43.76 25.45 -0.01486 
10:06:27 43.68 26.13 43.73 25.39 -0.01488 
10:16:27 43.66 26.09 43.69 25.37 -0.0149 
10:26:27 43.63 26.04 43.69 25.31 -0.01491 
10:36:27 43.62 26.00 43.68 25.28 -0.01492 
10:46:27 43.59 25.97 43.63 25.24 -0.01494 
10:56:27 43.57 25.91 43.58 25.18 -0.01494 
11:06:27 43.53 25.88 43.53 25.16 -0.01495 
11:16:27 43.50 25.84 43.54 25.12 -0.01496 
11:26:27 43.50 25.80 43.50 25.06 -0.01496 
11:36:27 43.49 25.76 43.46 25.03 -0.01496 
11:46:27 43.47 25.75 43.44 25.02 -0.01496 
11:56:27 43.44 25.73 43.41 25.01 -0.01496 
12:06:27 43.40 25.69 43.44 24.99 -0.01496 
12:16:27 43.39 25.64 43.39 24.91 -0.01496 
12:26:27 43.39 25.66 43.39 24.94 -0.01496 
12:36:27 43.31 25.60 43.36 24.91 -0.01495 
12:46:27 43.29 25.61 43.33 24.90 -0.01494 
12:56:27 43.29 25.60 43.33 24.89 -0.01494 
13:06:27 43.29 25.56 43.32 24.87 -0.01493 
13:16:27 43.23 25.57 43.24 24.85 -0.01492 
13:26:27 43.23 25.52 43.26 24.85 -0.0149 
13:36:27 43.17 25.55 43.25 24.84 -0.01489 
13:46:27 43.18 25.52 43.20 24.82 -0.01487 
13:56:27 43.14 25.55 43.21 24.82 -0.01486 
14:06:27 43.15 25.52 43.18 24.80 -0.01485 
14:16:27 43.11 25.50 43.15 24.83 -0.01483 
14:26:27 43.08 25.53 43.10 24.82 -0.01482 
14:36:27 43.06 25.51 43.07 24.79 -0.01481 
14:46:27 43.02 25.49 43.05 24.78 -0.0148 
14:56:27 43.00 25.48 43.04 24.79 -0.01479 
15:06:27 42.99 25.46 43.03 24.79 -0.01477 
15:16:27 42.97 25.48 43.00 24.79 -0.01476 
15:26:27 43.00 25.48 42.99 24.78 -0.01476 
15:36:27 42.99 25.48 43.03 24.79 -0.01475 
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15:46:27 42.94 25.49 43.00 24.78 -0.01473 
15:56:27 42.98 25.47 42.96 24.76 -0.01473 
16:06:27 42.94 25.45 42.95 24.77 -0.01472 
16:16:27 42.88 25.44 42.95 24.77 -0.01471 
16:26:27 42.88 25.44 42.94 24.76 -0.0147 
16:36:27 42.88 25.44 42.91 24.76 -0.0147 
16:46:27 42.86 25.44 42.90 24.76 -0.01469 
16:56:27 42.87 25.45 42.90 24.75 -0.01468 
17:06:27 42.87 25.45 42.86 24.74 -0.01467 
17:16:27 42.82 25.45 42.86 24.75 -0.01467 
17:26:27 42.81 25.44 42.86 24.74 -0.01466 
17:36:27 42.83 25.45 42.81 24.74 -0.01466 
17:46:27 42.85 25.42 42.82 24.71 -0.01465 





Appendix F: Effective conductivity – unventilated frame cavities 
 
A frame cavity shall be treated as though it contains an opaque solid which is assigned an 
effective conductivity. This effective conductivity accounts for both radiative and 
convective heat transfer and shall be determined as follows.  
m = (ℎ + ℎ
).  
where  
keff is the effective conductivity;  
hc is the convective heat transfer coefficient;  
hr is the radiative heat transfer coefficient (hr=0 in the case when detailed radiation 
procedure is used);  
d is the thickness or width of the air cavity in the direction of heat flow. 
 
The convective heat transfer coefficient, hc, is calculated from the Nusselt number, Nu, 
which can be determined from various correlations, depending on aspect ratio, orientation 
and direction of heat flow.  
ℎ = 01 m
  
There are three different cases to be considered, depending on whether the heat flow is 
upward, downward, or horizontal.  
 
1. Heat flow downward  
01 = 1.0 
 
2. Heat flow upward  
 
This situation is inherently unstable and will yield a Nusselt number that is dependent on 
the height-to-width aspect ratio, Lv/Lh, where Lv and Lh are the largest cavity 
dimensions in the vertical and horizontal directions. 
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a) For nonp < 1convection is restricted by wall friction, and  
 01 = 1.0 
b) For 1 < nonp < 5 the Nusselt number is calculated according to the method given by  
 
where  
m1 = 1.4 
m2 = 45'/7450.5 
dres = r + |r|2  
Racrit is a critical Rayleigh number, which is found by least squares regression of 
tabulated values.  
 
Ra is the Rayleigh number for the air cavity:  
 
c) For nonp > 5 the Nusselt number is:  
 
 
3. Horizontal heat flow  
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a) For nonp < 0.5 the Nusselt number is:  
 
where Ra is Raleigh number and is defined as: 
 




c) For 0.5 < nonp < 5 the Nusselt number is found using a linear interpolation between the 
endpoints of (a) and (b) above.  
 
For jamb frame sections, frame cavities are oriented vertically and therefore the height of 
the cavity is in the direction normal to the plane of the cross section. For these cavities it 
is assumed that heat flow is always in horizontal direction with Lv/Lh > 5. 
The temperatures Thot and Tcold are not known in advance, so it is necessary to estimate 
them. From previous experience it is recommended to apply Thot=10°C and Tcold=0°C. 
However, after the simulation is done, it is necessary to update these temperatures from 
the results of the previous run. This procedure shall be repeated until values of Thot-Tcold 
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from two consecutive runs are within 1°C. Also, it is important to inspect the direction of 
heat flow after the initial run, because if the direction of the bulk of heat flow is different 
than initially specified, it will need to be corrected for the next run.  
 
For unventilated irregularly shaped frame cavity, the geometry shall be converted into 
equivalent rectangular cavity according to the procedure in ISO 10077. For these cavities, 
the following procedure shall be used to determine which surfaces belong to vertical and 
horizontal surfaces of equivalent rectangular cavity.  
 
If the shortest distance between two opposite surfaces is smaller than 5 mm then the 
frame cavity shall be split at this "throat" region. Also:  
a) any surface whose normal is between 315° and 45° a is left vertical surface  
b) any surface whose normal is between 45° and 135° a is bottom horizontal surface  
c) any surface whose normal is between 135° and 225° a is right vertical surface  
d) any surface whose normal is between 225° and 315° a is top horizontal surface  
 
Temperatures of equivalent vertical and horizontal surfaces shall be calculated as the 
mean of the surface temperatures according to the classification shown above. The 
direction of heat flow shall be determined from the temperature difference between 
vertical and horizontal surfaces of the equivalent cavity. The following rule shall be used:  
a) heat flow is horizontal if the absolute value of the temperature difference between 
vertical cavity surfaces is larger than between horizontal the cavity surfaces;  
b) heat flow is vertical heat flow up if absolute temperature difference between horizontal 
cavity surfaces is larger than between vertical cavity surfaces and temperature 
difference between the top horizontal cavity surface and bottom horizontal cavity 
surface is negative;  
c) heat flow is vertical, heat flow down if absolute temperature difference between 
horizontal cavity surfaces is larger than between vertical cavity surfaces and 
temperature difference between the top horizontal cavity surface and bottom 
horizontal cavity surface is positive.  
 








Above notation assumes radiant heat flow in the horizontal direction. If the heat flow 
direction is vertical then the inverse of the ratio Lh/Lv shall be used (i.e., Lv/Lh).  
 
